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Abstract – One of the main issues for underwater
robots navigation is their accurate positioning, which
heavily depends on the orientation estimation phase.
The systems employed to this scope are affected by dif-
ferent noise typologies, mainly related to the sensors
and to the irregular noise of the underwater environ-
ment. Filtering algorithms can reduce their effect if op-
portunely configured, but this process usually requires
fine techniques and time. In this paper we propose
DANAE, a deep Denoising AutoeNcoder for Attitude
Estimation which works on Kalman filter IMU/AHRS
data integration with the aim of reducing any kind of
noise, independently of its nature. This deep learning-
based architecture showed to be robust and reliable,
significantly improving the Kalman filter results. Fur-
ther tests could make this method suitable for real-time
applications on navigation tasks.

I INTRODUCTION
Localization is one of the most important tasks for un-

manned robots, especially in underwater environments.
Being a highly unstructured and GPS-denied environment,
other than characterized by different noise sources and by
the absence of man-made landmarks, the underwater set-
ting provides more challenges for the orientation estima-
tion.

In a typical configuration, the Euler angles represent-
ing the vehicle attitude (roll, pitch and yaw) are obtained
through the integration of raw data acquired by the sen-
sors embedded into an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU),
or in the more cost-effective Attitude and Heading Refer-
ence System (AHRS).

One of the most successful methods to perform this elab-
oration is based on the Kalman filter [1] (KF) , in its lin-
ear and non linear versions [2]. Although known as the
perfect estimator under some assumptions, the estimation
provided by the KF strongly depends on a good knowledge
of the error covariance matrices describing the noise affect-
ing the system. Moreover, the on-line computation of these
matrices is often required for anytime-varying or nonlinear
system, squaring the number of necessary updating step at
each time. Finally, the procedure employed to accurately
fine tune the filter parameters is known to be unintuitive,

Fig. 1. KF (upside) and DANAE (downside) roll angle es-
timation compared to the ground truth. This experiment is
made on a subsection of the slow walking set of OxIOD.

requiring specific settings for different scenarios [3].
In order to overcome these issues, we propose a deep

learning-based approach which aims to attenuate any
source of error from the attitude estimation of a KF. The
strength of our proposed method stands in the ability of
acting as a full-noise compensation model for both noise
and bias errors, without the need to separately process each
influencing factor.

Extensive tests performed on two different datasets to
evaluate Euler angles show the power of our approach,
with a sensible improvement of both mean squared error
and max deviation w.r.t. ground truth data.

The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II presents a brief literature review for Kalman-based
algorithms and deep learning techniques applied on sim-
ilar tasks. Section III introduces the concepts of KF and
of deep denoising autoencoder, followed by a concise de-
scription of our method. In Section IV the datasets used
for the experiments are described. Section V illustrates the
details of our architecture and the hyper parameters chosen
for the training. Section VI analyzes the experiment results



through the use of standard metrics, concluding with Sec-
tion VII which contains some final considerations on the
topic, including future possible improvements.

II RELATED WORKS
The use of KF in robotic applications is ubiquitous. [4]

developed a GPS/IMU multisensor fusion algorithm to in-
crease the reliability of the position information, while [5]
and [6] proposed an effective Kalman Filter which is able
to exploit low-cost AHRS for efficient attitude estimation
under various dynamic conditions, with an interesting un-
derwater application developed by [7] and [8].

Non-linear implementations of the filter include for ex-
ample [9], which gets the robot pose by fusing camera and
inertial data with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), and
[10] where the same task is accomplished using an Un-
scented Kalman Filter (UKF). For a detailed comparison
between different kalman filters, see [2] or [11].

Beside the critical task of sensor fusions, the estima-
tion of both the sensors biases and noises is also crucial
for an effective navigation system. Nonetheless, Kalman
filtering-based techniques constitute a powerful approach
even to this problem. For example [12] exploited a
kalman filter for accurate biases estimation in a distributed-
tracking systems, while [13] identified and successfully re-
moved the noise using a Kalman filter in a real time appli-
cation.

The rise of Deep Learning has radically changed fields
like Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing.
Since the spectacular success of [14], Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNN) produce state of the art accuracy on
classification [15], detection [16] and segmentation [17]
tasks, with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) being the
backbone models for speech recognition [18] and sequence
generation [19]. Autoencoders are another successful deep
architectures where the aim is to reconstruct a signal by
learning a latent representation from a set of data. They
have been used for realistic text [20] and images [21] gen-
eration; however, one of the most successful use of autoen-
coders is for noise removal. Since their introduction [22],
denoising autoencoders (DAE) have been used for a broad
number of tasks like medical images improvement [23],
speech enhancement [24] and ECG signal boost [25]. To
the best of our knowledge, DANAE is the first application
of denoising autoencoder on attitude estimation.

III METHOD
In this section we provide some basic concepts on linear

KF and autoencoders followed by a brief overview of our
method. However it should be emphasized that DANAE
is filter agnostic and can be used seamlessly on non-linear
KF (EKF, UKF) as well as any other type of filter able to
perform attitude estimation.

A. Kalman filter
KF is a widely used algorithm for state estimation of

dynamic systems since it is able to minimize the related
variance under some perfect model assumptions.

The system behaviour in a discrete time setting can be
described by a state equation 1 and a measurement equa-
tion 2:

xt = Axt−1+But−1+vt−1 (1)

yt = Cxt+wt (2)

where xt is the state vector to be predicted, xt−1 and
ut−1 are the state and the input vectors at the previous time
step and yt represents the measurement vector. A and B
are the system matrices and C is the measurement matrix.
The vectors vt−1 and wt are respectively associated with
the additive process noise and the measurement noise, as-
sumed to be zero mean Gaussian processes. The final es-
timate is obtained by a first prediction step (3, 4) followed
by the update phase (5, 6, 7, 8):

x′t = Axt−1+But−1 (3)

P ′t = APt−1A
T+Q (4)

Kt = P ′tC
T (CP ′tC

T+R)−1 (5)

xt = x′t+Kt(yt−Cx′t) (6)

Pt = (I−KtC)P
′
t (7)

The a-posteriori state estimate xt is obtained as a lin-
ear combination of the a-priori estimate x′t and a weighted
difference between the actual and the predicted measure-
ments called residual (see equation 6); the Kalman gain (K
in Eq. 5) minimizes the a-posteriori error covariance (P in
Eq. 7), initially set by the user. Finally, Q and R are the
covariance matrices of the process and of the measurement
noise. Q models the dynamics uncertainty, while R rep-
resents the sensors internal noises. These matrices heavily
affect the final filter performance, thus a tricky tuning pro-
cess is necessary to correctly estimate noises statistics. A
proper fine-tuning is also important for sensors biases es-
timation; however, even in this case traditional approaches
based on the KF suffer from implementation complexity
and require non-intuitive tuning procedures [26].

B. Denoising autoencoder
DAE is a deep convolutional model which is able to re-

cover clean, undistorted output starting from partially cor-
rupted data as input. In the original implementation, the
input data is intentionally corrupted thorough a stochastic
mapping:

x̃ ∼ qD(x̃|x) (8)

Then, the corrupted input is mapped into an hidden rep-
resentation as in the case of a standard autoencoder:

h = fθ(x̃) = s(Wx̃+b) (9)



Finally, the hidden representation is mapped back to a re-
constructed signal:

x̂ = gθ′(h) (10)

During the training procedure, the output signal is com-
pared with a reference signal in order to minimize the L2
reconstruction error:

L(x−x̂) = ||x−x̂||2 = ||x−s(Wx̃+b)||2 (11)

In our implementation, DANAE takes as input the noisy
angles prediction performed by the KF and as reference
signal the ground truth angles provided by the dataset. For
this reason, we underline that our method is able to remove
both stochastic errors (e.g. electromagnetic- and thermo-
mechanical- related ones), and systematic errors (due for
example to sensors misalignment).

IV DATASETS
DANAE has been developed and tested on the Oxford

Inertial Odometry Dataset (OxIOD) [27] and on the Un-
derwater Caves Sonar dataset (to which we will refer as
UCS) [28].

OxIOD has been chosen for its accurate ground truth
measurements over big heterogeneous settings. Developed
for deep learning-based inertial-odometry navigation, Ox-
IOD provides 158 sequences (for a total of 42.587 km)
of inertial and magnetic field data acquired from low-cost
sensors. Five users made indoor and outdoor acquisi-
tions while normally walking with phone in hand, pocket
and handbag and slowly walking, running and performing
mixed motion modes. Different smartphones were used to
acquire data, but the major part was collected by an iPhone
7 plus equipped with an InvenSense ICM20600. A Vicon
motion capture system was used to get the ground truth
with a precision down to 0.5 mm.

The UCS dataset is collected by a Sparus AUV nav-
igating in the underwater cave complex "Coves de Cala
Viuda" in Spain. The vehicle explored two tunnels, clos-
ing a 500m-long path at a depth of approximately 20m.
Among the equipped sensors (e.g. DVL, sonar, etc), a
standard low cost Xsens MTi AHRS and an Analog De-
vices ADIS16480 are mounted. The latter is a 10 DOF
MEMS which provides more accurate raw sensors mea-
surements and dynamic orientation outputs (obtained by
their EKF fusion). The elaboration of images containing
six traffic cones placed on the seabed allowed the relative
positioning of the vehicle. Unfortunately, the ground truth
thus obtained is synchronized with the low-rate camera ac-
quisitions, making the comparison with the high-rate IMU
measurements inconsistent. For this reason, we assumed
that the orientation directly provided by the AHRS could
at first glance substitute the true ground truth. Despite not
being a proper solution to the issue, this choice allowed

Table 1. OxIO Dataset: performance of KF and DANAE
vs GT.

KF φ θ ψ

Mean dev. [rad] 0.0661 0.0483 1.9518
Max dev. [rad] 0.2929 0.2134 9.0145

RMSE [rad] 0.0815 0.0600 2.4000

DANAE φ θ ψ

Mean dev. [rad] 0.0224 0.0157 0.7392
Max dev. [rad] 0.1382 0.1082 5.7907

RMSE [rad] 0.0282 0.0196 1.3194

Table 2. UCS Dataset: performance of KF and DANAE
vs GT. Since the GT value of ψ is not reliable, the corre-
sponding results are not reported here.

KF φ θ ψ

Mean dev. [rad] 0.0326 0.0328 -
Max dev. [rad] 0.1476 0.1751 -

RMSE [rad] 0.0410 0.0412 -

DANAE φ θ ψ

Mean dev. [rad] 0.0139 0.0147 -
Max dev. [rad] 0.0671 0.0769 -

RMSE [rad] 0.0177 0.0190 -

us to understand the ability of DANAE to work in a true
underwater scenario with its unique features.

V EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Some details on the experiments will be given in this

section. Both datasets have been split in a training and test
set: in the case of OxIOD, for each setting we used the
run 1 as test set, leaving all the other sessions as training
set. UCS provides instead a single file for each system
containing all the measurements stored during the entire
survey. We then decided to split the data, using the first
80% to train DANAE and the remaining 20% to test the
performance.

Three main phases can be distinguished: during the first
one, the inertial and magnetic field data are integrated with
a linear KF, providing the estimation of the three Euler
angles. In the second phase, these outputs are fed to the
DANAE module for training, while on the third phase tests
are performed using a pipeline of KF and DANAE. All
the code has been developed in Python 3.6.9 running on
Ubuntu 18.04, with the help of Pytorch framework.

A. KF initialization
We implemented the filter in its most basic formulation

following the equations from 3 to 7. The covariance ma-
trices P, Q and R have been initialized as identity matrix,



and no tuning has been done with relation to both the in-
ternal system and the measurements noises. The elabora-
tion of accelerometer and magnetometer raw data provided
the measurements vector (seeCxt in Equation2), while the
gyroscope-derived angles have been set as external input
(see But−1 in Equation1).

B. Autoencoder settings
DANAE can work with any input signal length; here,

we present the version working with a length of 20. The
encoder part of DANAE is made of four dilated 1D con-
volutions which bring the original 20-length signal to an
hidden representation made of 128 features. The decoder
part transforms this representation back to a 20-length vec-
tor by alternating three transposed-dilated 1D convolutions
to four standard ones. While the transposed convolution
is exploited to increase the input resolution back to the
original size, the ith standard convolution is working on
the sum of the ith encoder and the ith decoder outputs.
This approach, loosely inspired by the WaveNet architec-
ture, is able to enforce additional constrains to the en-
coder/decoder pipeline, enabling a more faithful signal re-
construction. All these layers have 128 3x3 kernels with
an appropriate dilation value depending on the layer depth,
while stride and padding have been fixed to 1. The Adam
optimizer chosen for the training has been set with a fixed
learning rate of 0.002 with a batch size of 16. The number
of epochs has been set to 100 for UCS and to 1 for each set
of OxIOD. Additional experiments performed with differ-
ent hyper-parameters values did not produce any sensible
difference in the final accuracy, demonstrating the robust-
ness of our approach.

VI RESULTS
To numerically evaluate the DANAE performances,

simple estimator as mean deviation, maximum deviation
and root mean square error have been calculated with re-
spect to the ground truth values and compared with those of
the KF. As can be seen from Table 1 and Table 2, DANAE
is able to considerably improve the performance on all the
estimators for both the datasets. Moreover, even though the
strong noise affecting the KF predictions, DANAE exhibits
a sensible lowering of the elongations for all the angles. In
the case of OxIOD, DANAE provides a mean reduction of
the RMSE equal to 63%; Figure 1 shows the comparison
between the KF and DANAE estimations for the φ angle
w.r.t. the ground truth.

A similar result is also found in the UCS experiments:
DANAE output faithfully resembles the reference signal
for the estimated angles, with a final mean reduction of the
RMSE equal to 55%. Figure 2 reports the corresponding
results for the θ angle. Unfortunately, ψ exhibits a per-
turbed behaviour both in the estimated and ground truth
values, reason why numerical values are here omitted. This

Fig. 2. KF (upside) and DANAE (downside) pitch angle es-
timation compared to the ground truth for the UCS dataset.

can be probably related to erroneous sensors calibrations or
to magnetometer effects, whose non-linearity results in a
scale factor error. Moreover electromagnetic-produced de-
viations can considerably alter the estimations of this angle
[29].

VII CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes DANAE, the first denoising autoen-

coder model for attitude estimation. Our noise and filter
agnostic architecture is able to compensate any kind of
error with respect to a reference angle, boosting the KF
prediction for both the considered datasets. Further exper-
iments will be performed on non-linear filters (EKF and
UKF), and deployments for on-line underwater applica-
tions will be investigated.
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